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Students respond to devastation in Haiti
Leadership hosts a “pants drive” for the victims of the Haiti earthquake

KAILA ALFORD
NEWS EDITOR

On January 12, 2010, the small Caribbean nation of Haiti was struck by a devastating earthquake in what some scientists are
calling the worst natural disaster in recent
history. Within hours of the 7.0 magnitude
quake, thousands of lives were reported as
lost, and thousands more lay trapped beneath the rubble of collapsed buildings.
“When I heard about the earthquake in
Haiti, I wasn’t very concerned at ﬁrst,”
said sophomore Audrey Fletcher. “Watching the news, I realized it was a way bigger
deal than I thought, and there was a lot of
damage done.”
Many students stay informed about the
disaster in Haiti through the internet and
news. Current World Issues teacher Rodger Anderson brought in a recording of the
news program 60 Minutes to educate his
class about the destruction in Haiti.
“I think a lot of [students] didn’t realize
how bad it was,” said Anderson. “When
you see them loading dead bodies on to a
dump truck, I thought that really brought
it home.”
After seeing the shocking images of injured survivors without water or medical
care, many students felt compelled to help

in one way or another. Senior Mike Crawford is one of many who have donated
money to the relief effort in Haiti.
“I was really sympathetic to the whole
situation. I kept on seeing on the news how
they lost thousands of people,” said senior
Mike Crawford.
A large portion of the money the American
Red Cross has received has been through
text donations. The service charges $10 to
the user’s monthly phone bill, and users
can send as many texts as they want.
“I think it’s great that so many people
want to help out and that so many people
have donated money, even by simply texting,” said senior Kaitlyn Johnson.
This has been a simple way for people
throughout the world to donate to the relief
efforts and has already raised more than
$35 million dollars from just the text donations alone. A majority of the students who
donated money have done so through the
organizations offering the service.
“It’s a way to get today’s youth who may
not care so much about problems in the
world to help out and do their part to show
that we all care,” said Johnson.
Local churches around the area are contributing money to the relief effort by
raising money to send missionaries to the

country, in an effort similar to the response
to the 2004 tsunamis.
“My family donated money to our church
[which] paid for doctors to go there,” said
Crawford.
Leadership chose a unique way to allow
Vikings to contribute to efforts in Haiti by
collecting gently worn jeans as part of an
effort led by Aeropostale.
“Aeropostale is collecting used jeans, and
whatever we collect they will match in new
jeans and send those to the people in Haiti,” said Leadership student, junior Richard
Williams.
Within 10 days, over 500 jeans were donated to the cause. The organizers of the
nationwide event were so impressed by the
number of jeans Vikings collected that the
drive was extended by a week.
Further donations are imperative as the
situation in Haiti becomes especially intense. On February 4, Haitian ofﬁcials
announced that the death toll had reached
at least 200,000 people, with thousands
more still missing. Riots have ensued in
the capital Port-au-Prince over the lack of
resources available to the general public.
On January 23, the Haitian government ofﬁcially ended the search for survivors buried beneath rubble, and designated the rest
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of the efforts as ‘recovery missions.’
“Haiti is a much bigger deal than the
tsunamis [in 2004],” said Crawford. “The
country is pretty chaotic now.”
Even before the earthquake in January,
the people of Haiti struggled with poor living conditions. The literacy rate, at only
65%, is among the lowest in the world. The
poverty-stricken country has endured a
number of hurricanes and ﬂoods within the
past decade. With a majority of its population living on less than $2 a day, Haiti is the
poorest nation in the Western Hemisphere.
Anderson is optimistic that the struggling
country can overcome the disaster with
the help of people throughout the world.
He hopes that students’ charitable spirit
will continue to make an impact on other
causes in need for donations.
“I don’t want people to lose awareness of
other causes,” said Anderson. “Hopefully
people will still be aware of other needs
around the world.”
Never has such an enormous amount of
funds been generated to help a single country after a devastating natural disaster. And
just like many communities throughout the
world, Lake Stevens has done its part to
help heal a nation.

V-Day’s hidden message
KAITLYN LAVELLE
A&E EDITOR

When February 14 comes around each year, most students think
of things such as chocolates and ﬂowers, or a romantic evening
with that special someone. It’s that time of year when people
get the opportunity to share their true feelings for that special
someone. It’s truly a special time of year, however, not everyone
thinks of Valentine’s Day this way.
“Vagina Day”, or “V-day”, is celebrated on the 14 of February, along with Valentine’s Day. Though, the way that “V-day” is
celebrated, as well as its message, is very different.
On Valentine’s Day, the author of “The Vagina Monologues”,
Eve Ensler, as well as many colleges around America, participates in showing a rendition of “The Vagina Monologues,” which
is based off her book. The book empowers women of the world
to love themselves for who they are, with all of the dirty little
secrets included. But V-day takes it one step further.
“ Night after night I heard the same stories -- women being
raped as teenagers, in college, as little girls, as elderly women;
women who had ﬁnally escaped bring beaten to death by their
husbands; women who were terriﬁed to leave; women who were
taken sexually, before they were even conscious of sex, by their

stepfathers, brothers, cousins, uncles, mothers and fathers. Slowly it dawned on me that nothing was more important than stopping violence toward women,” said Ensler, from randomhouse.
com.
Since 1997, over 300 colleges have joined Ensler each year to
perform this play. The goal is to spread awareness of violence
towards women, not only in America, but across the globe.
In her book, Ensler addresses one of the more widespread and
still generally unknown forms of abuse to women happens in
Africa. Doctors in Africa have only recently stopped the genital
mutilation of women as a general medical practice. These procedures sometimes took place for no medical purpose. Instead,
the mutilation occurred because of the idea that women were not
thought of as equals, and allowing them to enjoy sex would cause
them to be unfaithful to their husbands. These procedures have
drastically declined in recent years thanks to humanitarian movements. However, there has never been any type of mutilation for
men in this fashion.
Unfortunately, not many people have heard about V-day, let
alone the violent crimes that happen every day everywhere in the
world. In our school, even, there are very few people who have
heard of “The Vagina Monologues.” It’s the followers of V-day,

Students show their support for V-Day
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led by Ensler, who demand to see an end to the violence.
“V-Day is a demand: rape, incest, battery, genital mutilation
and sexual slavery must end now,” according to vday.org.
If there will ever be an end to these horrible atrocities, it has to
start here, in our own school, and in our own community.

News

An experience to remember
Seniors question whether the Grad Night Party is a good investment

VALHALLA
The News in Brief
EMILY GARVIN
STAFF REPORTER

The Blizzard of ’10

The east coast, predominantly Maryland and Washington D.C., is experiencing record-setting snowfall, and some of the most important airports in the
country are suffering because of it. Apparently, all
the snow that was supposed to be evenly dispersed
across the country—aka, right here—has been
dumped on half.

Love Truly Conquers All

After its seventh week at the number one spot,
“Avatar”—which has grossed almost 660 billion
dollars and is the most successful movie of all time
besides “Gone with the Wind”—was ousted by Dear
John, the movie adaptation of a Nicholas Sparks book.

A Quite Uncivilized Party
Senior Kat Bland purchases a ticket to the Grad Night Party.

GRACIE CARLSON
STAFF REPORTER

Over a year and a half ago, when this year’s graduating seniors
thought of graduation as a far-off dream, the parents of the Class
of 2010 had already begun to plan their graduation party.
The Senior Graduation Party is a long-standing tradition. Every year after the graduation ceremony, seniors who have purchased tickets are bussed from the Everett Events Center to a
secret location for an all night graduation celebration
“This is the kind of party you see on TV and wish you could
go to,” said Sondra St John, one of the co-chairs of the parent
planning committee in charge of organizing the event. “There
are already 200 seniors signed up, so you know that it is going to
be the place to be.”
According to St John, the party will take place at two locations
where neither our school, nor any other high school, has been to
for a graduation party. The exact location will not be revealed
until the night of the party, though. Some of the activities lined
up include a hypnotist, dancing, casino games, henna tattoos, and
a lot more.
“We’ve really worked hard to make this a party for everyone.
If you like to dance, we’ve got the DJs who were voted Seattle’s
best ﬁve years in a row. If you like to just chill and hang out
with friends, we’ve got some very cool VIP lounges. [If you are]
a [card] player, we’ve got a full-ﬂedged casino set up,” said St
John.
A senior can have this all-night party experience for $179. The
money pays for a “Senior Party” sweatshirt, transportation to and
from the event, and all the numerous activities that are being set
up. However, some students feel that this is too high of a price
to pay.
“I think it is outrageous because I don’t know what I’m buying,” said senior Jesse Purvis, who has decided to not go to the
party. “I think the people who are going should know what they
are paying for.”
But the location is kept secret for several reasons, including
insurance and safety. “The insurance for the party requires that
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the locations be kept conﬁdential and the seniors be bussed as a
group to the event,” said St. John. St. John also recognizes that
there are safety issues if the location of the party is released before that night.
“By keeping the location a secret, the issues of party crashers,
rival schools showing up to cause problems, and people stashing
things at the locations are all eliminated. It’s really more fun to
have it be a surprise, kind of like not knowing exactly what’s in
your holiday gift.”
Another complaint some students have had is that they can
not buy the “Senior Party” sweatshirt without buying a ticket. “I
pretty much bought the ticket to get the sweatshirt,” said senior
Zoe Schnee. However, according to St. John, the sweatshirt is not
the ofﬁcial senior sweatshirt, but the “Senior Party” sweatshirt,
and is part of the whole grad party experience. Still, the price and
the secretiveness of the location have not deterred many of the
seniors from attending.
“My parents paid for it, so I don’t really care,” said senior Sara
Frisbie.
And for those seniors who would like to go but can’t come
up with the money to buy a ticket, there are scholarship opportunities available if a student contacts the planning committee,
through the e-mail address provided on their website, or by talking to parents of the committee at lunch.
Overall, seniors seem excited about the event. “I’m looking
forward to getting to hang out with all the people I’ve known
forever,” said Schnee.
There are some new additions to the party planning process this
year. One of them is a website, www.lshs2010.gradnights.com,
where students have the option to pay online. They can also make
music requests, vote in the LSHS Seniors Gone Wild survey,
look at pictures of past parties, and more. Seniors who haven’t
purchased a ticket yet should do so soon. “It really is a once in a
lifetime event, you won’t ever get the opportunity to do it again,
if you miss out, you miss out forever,” said St John.

The National Tea Party Convention, a conservative
anti-tax protest group, brought together thousands
on February 6 to listen to Sarah Palin, among others. The shirt sold in the gift shop stated “Keep the
change ... I’ll keep my freedom, my guns and my
money!”

Sticky Gas Pedals

Along with popular cars like the Camry, Corolla, and
Tundra, Toyota Company is recalling over 400,000
Prius’ for sticky gas pedals. It seems that the problem
will cost them billions of dollars, not to mention it’s
effect on their credibility, making it ofﬁcially not as
cool to own a Prius.

No, We Really Don’t

A billboard appeared on Interstate 35 in Minnesota
with a picture of George W. Bush with the question:
Miss Me Yet? A local man paid 6,500 dollars to display his harsh political sentiments.

The Happiest Place on Earth

France was voted the best place to live in the world
for the ﬁfth time in a row by “International Living
Magazine,” scoring especially high marks for their
economic state and their healthcare. The US moved
down from third to eighth. Considering the categories, it seems pretty obvious why.

News courtesy of www.cnn.com and www.current.com

Anti-Discrimination Day often goes unnoticed
CONNOR WILSON
STAFF REPORTER

Well it’s that time of year again; the day when
people forget their worries and just get along
with each other--but it isn’t Valentine’s Day.
March 21 is an ofﬁcial holiday, appointed by
the United Nations, called the International
Day for the Elimination of Racial Discrimination. But even though this day is internationally
recognized, most people have no idea of its existence.
The International Day for the Elimination of
Racial Discrimination was ﬁrst recognized in
1966 in response to the 1960 killing of 69 peaceful demonstrators by South African police. The
UN observes this day as a day to help eliminate
racial discrimination throughout the world.
This day leads one to wonder, if more people
knew about the holiday, would it help ﬁght racism?
“I don’t think that it’s talked about enough
because I didn’t even know about it. If more
people knew about it, there probably wouldn’t
be as much discrimination,” said junior Jennifer
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Gutierrez. “I think that there should be AntiDiscrimination Day everyday instead of just
once per year.”
Coincidentally, the International Day for the
Elimination of Racial Discrimination also lands
on Australia’s Harmony Day, which essentially
celebrates the same idea. But in Australia, the
day is celebrated with festivities circling an annual theme, such as self-expression.

However, the International Day for the Elimination of Racial Discrimination is virtually unheard of in the US.
“If more people knew about it, then maybe
something would actually happen instead of it
just being another day,” said junior Austin Carlton .
Though many people may be unaware, racism
is still an issue throughout the world, even if

racism is less common on our campus.
“I can only think of three accounts [of racism]
in the entire nine years that I’ve worked here,”
said Ofﬁcer Britton. “I would say that in some
places it is more of a problem than in others.”
“Well, racism is obviously bad,” said junior
Jake Thayer. “Maybe if someone would do
something about it then maybe this day would
be more recognizable.”
Spreading the word about this day may inspire
people to help ﬁght discrimination not just locally, but globally, as well.
“I deﬁnitely don’t think that it would hurt to
bring racial discrimination to people’s attention,” said Britton.
March 21 is not just another day on the calendar, but a day of tolerance, and a day to help
ﬁght racism on a global scale.
“I just think that if more people knew about
this day, it could make a way bigger difference,” said Carlton.
COURTESY OF WWW.CRAYOLA.COM
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Employment issues prove tough for teens
JACOB BARTOLINI
FEATURES EDITOR

Washington is ranked 32 for
unemployment rate in the United States. 9.5 percent of people
in our state who want or need a
job can’t get one. Compared to
the rest of the nation, this isn’t
horrible. However, the teen unemployment rate of Washington
is among the worst in the nation,
with 20 or more percent of teens
in the state out of a job. Students
at our school are among those
feeling the pinch.
Seniors Ian and Rhys Doolittle, who both know how difﬁcult it is to land a job, gave their
thoughts on the matter.
“Job hunting is a joke,” said
Ian Doolittle. “I’ve applied to
probably 30 places by now and
never heard back from any of
them.”
Cases like Ian Doolittle’s are
all too common-- a hopeful
youth walks into or calls a local
business, only to be ignored or
met with a phrase many of us
are all too familiar with, “Sorry,
we don’t have any current openings, but we’ll keep your application on ﬁle. Thanks. Bye.”
“I’ve tried everything,” said
Ian Doolittle, frustration visible
on his face, “from ﬁlling out a
legit application to making a total over the top one up.” While
creating an over the top application may seem like a good idea,
and it may result in an interview, those who are caught will
be turned away and most-likely
blacklisted for lying.
For decades now, supermarkets, retail stores, and fast food
restaurants have opened their
doors to teens and young adults
in need of employment. However, as many are ﬁnding out, jobs
at places like Burger king and

Fred Myer aren’t the guaranteed
employment facilities that they
used to be.
“I’ve applied to many places
recently,” said Rhys Doolittle.
“Target, Safeway, McDonald’s.
No one is really hiring, and it
sucks.”
Even young people with experience in the work force are having difﬁculty ﬁnding a job. “For
the restaurants it sucks because I
actually have job experience at a
sushi restaurant, so you’d think
that’d help, but it doesn’t,” said
Rhys Doolittle.
The Employment Policies Institute, a non-proﬁt employment
research organization, cites
several reasons for the national
rise in teen unemployment. Surprisingly, the higher minimum
wage is a large part of what’s
preventing teens from working.
Employers simply can’t afford
to employ unskilled workers at
higher starting wages, so they
don’t. Employers look for older
prospective workers with more
experience, who can jump right
into open spots on the payroll.
Competition in the work force
is a key reason behind the teen
unemployment rate in our state.
Laid-off workers need ways to
pay their bills, feed their cats-whatever. They are far more
qualiﬁed than the average high
school student, and are able to
easily maneuver themselves
into positions traditionally held
by teens.
Although variables such as a
higher minimum wage and competition from older, more experienced workers are products of
our nation’s crippled economy,
there are things our age group
can do to maximize chances for
landing jobs. The Career Center
is a readily available resource
for students at our school. Ms.

Junior Scott Fredley recieves information from Kim LaFortune on job opportunities

Kim LaFortune of the Career
Center noted that the number
of students visiting the career
center has “been about the same
as every year”, but went on to
say that “students do seem more

frustrated that they can’t ﬁnd
jobs.”
Students interested in getting
a job are encouraged to talk to
their teachers, coaches, pastors,
or whoever else, and ask them
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for their support. In today’s
ﬁercely competitive work force,
even something like a recommendation can make all the difference.

New levy brings funds to the district
This levy will help fund…

EMILY GARVIN
STAFF REPORTER

After a tense race that ended Tuesday, February 9, Lake
Stevens School District is safe for another four years,
thanks to two desperately needed levies.
Though this district hasn’t rejected a levy in decades,
Principal Ken Collins was still somewhat worried. “In this
economy, any tax bill is no ‘given’,” said Collins.
He also explained a little bit about how levies work. Levies, basically, make up the extra money that is necessary to
run the school, money that the state does not have to give.
A pamphlet circulated by the school district and on the
website adds that, “Once approved, levy and bond values
cannot increase.” It also explained the difference between
levies, which pay for day-to-day operations, and bonds,
which pay for larger, “capital projects”, such as the new
stadium.
Around 20 percent of our school’s operating budget
comes from this levy. Without it, Collins said, “We would
have to lay off teachers and paraeducators. We would have
to cut extra- and co-curricular activities and cut way back
on transportation.”
On top of the renewal of our normal levy was a special
technology levy. CAI teacher Michael Hodgins said that
he knows ﬁrsthand how “shorthanded and lacking our tech
capabilities are here,” and that he imagines the money will
be used to buy more document cameras, computers, and
interactive classrooms that we only occasionally see.
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Though it may seem that things such as ﬂat screens and
82%- Teacher salaries, paraeducators
documents cameras are not necessary, Collins says yes,
and instructional support
now more than ever. “You need to consider that the state
will continue to cut educational funding because of the re11%- Student transportation
cession. Knowing that, local dollars are more important
4%- Athletics and activities
than ever.”
Hodgins also sees the importance of this levy, and was
1%- Technology licensing
seen waving signs around the community, along with other
1%- Maintenance of school facilities
school district employees, to remind people to vote. “It’s
easy to get an absentee/mail-in ballot and then set it aside
1%- Upkeep of pool and community
at home and forget about it for a while, so the sign-waving
services
was a reminder to them to vote/mail in their ballots. Also,
it puts faces to the issue,” he said. “It reminds voters that
it isn’t for some abstract idea; but
rather to help us, who help you,
the students.”
Because of his and other teachPersonalized Care for Routine & Complex Vision Problems
ers’ hard work, things around here
will keep on running smoothly—
at least for another four years.

Dr. Tony Pool, O.D.
Target Optical

Lake Stevens
425-334-5536
www.TPool2020.com

Eye Exams, Glasses, Contact Lenses
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C.E. Season is here

That time of year when seniors prepare for the legendary Culminating Exhibition

During
the
last
Viking Period, we seniors began
signing up
JORDAN WYRICK
for our CulCONTRIBUTING REPORTER
minating
Exhibition date-- a date seniors
know is crucial for graduation.
How serious is the Culminating Exhibition, though? Is it as threatening as we have been made to believe?
Though daunting to make and present,
the
Culminating
Exhibition
is not something we should dread
and put off until the last minute.
The Culminating Exhibition is a 15-minute presentation answering those three
questions we all know and love: Who
am I, Where am I going, and How will
I get there? We have heard these questions repeated since freshman year,
and yes, we are a bit tired of them.
The most common, and probably the
easiest, way to make your Culminat-

ing Exhibition is through a power
point--a power point loaded with pictures of, yes, you guessed it, you. And,
as the teachers continue to say, “What
is easier to talk about than yourself?”
The question of the Culminating Exhibition with the most potential for difﬁculty is the “Where am I going?” This
can be especially tough for students who
are unsure about what they want to do in
the future. For example, I know which
college I am going to, but not what my
major will be. But neither do the teachers. So if you do not know your chosen
career, feel free to make something up,
they won’t know the difference. Just tell
them some ideas you have, but keep it
reasonable and believable, of course.
Another concern may be how to begin
your presentation. Just remember that
everyone loves food. You may be presenting early in the morning, and most
people enjoy a good doughnut. Depending on “where you are going,” you could
start with an example, skit, or a costume
that is appropriate for this question.

The Culminating Exhibition is graded on
two main points: presentation technique
and content. The things you MUST have
to pass include six of your archives, which
we have been mindlessly collected for
four years, your present 13-year plan, as
well and your entire Viking Portfolio, and
a discussion of community service, and,
of course, answers to the three questions-all things we can easily handle.
So, what is the point of the Culminating
Exhibition? Why are they making us put
together a 15-minute presentation about
who we are, where we are going, and how
we will get there? I know who I am, we all
know who we are, so why discuss it with
people we probably do not know? Where
am I going? Sure, some of us know what
college we’ll be going to, and what career
we will be pursuing, but maybe some of
us don’t. Maybe we plan to take a year
off, but we all know that’s not what the
judges want to hear, so then we make
something up. How will I get there? Well,
I plan on graduating high school, obviously, by making this pointless presentation.

Awareness only during times of despair
When you hear about a republic in shambles, citizens in peril, and a place in dire need of foreign aid,
what comes to mind? If the internet, television, and
other media outlets have done their job, Haiti is likely
your only answer.
The earthquake that struck Haiti deserves all of the
attention it is receiving. Every hour that passes has the
potential for us to save lives that otherwise would be
lost. But where have the relief efforts been for places
such as the poverty stricken countries in Africa during
their time of upheaval and despair?
The Tutsi people of Eastern Congo still face genocide from the Hutu militant groups. Almost every day,
villages are pillaged, women are raped and forced into
marriage, and children watch as Hutu soldiers slaughter their families. Though many Americans believe the
war within the Eastern Congo ended in 2003, a fear of
death is still a daily reality.
According to the International Rescue Committee,
within the Democratic Republic of Congo an estimated 5.4 million people have died from disease and
violence. Ever since the signing of the Global and
All-Inclusive Agreement, which was supposed to ofﬁcially end the Second Congo War, it seems that the
world has been blind to a massacre lasting longer than
any other civil war in history.
The impoverished nations within Africa are also in
desperate need of our help. Nearly 33.4 million African citizens are infected with HIV/AIDS, among other
diseases. Every day 6,000 people die of this disease,
and 11,000 people are newly infected. Only half of the
people infected are receiving the immediate drugs that
they need.
Students haven’t been exposed to the needs of other
nations, and consequently we haven’t contributed to
relief efforts. For some reason, it takes a large-scale
natural disaster for any nation to receive wide spread
media attention.
Most students probably don’t know that nearly
30,000 African children will die today as a result of
malnutrition and various diseases such as malaria. Or
that during the past ten years, hundreds of thousands
of women have been raped in the Eastern Congo. But
just because we don’t know about these tragedies,
doesn’t mean other human beings aren’t suffering.
So why haven’t numerous television stations broadcasted relief efforts for African nations? Or publicized
a telephone number for us to text and donate money
to the suffering people within these countries? Only
when disaster strikes is light shed on the people who
are in need. Obviously, the Haitians need our immedi-
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ate attention; our donations will make an impact right
now. But that doesn’t mean we should ignore the other
struggling peoples throughout the world.
What is saddening is how little we knew about Haiti
before this calamity. Haiti is ranked as the poorest nation within the Western Hemisphere, with 80 percent
of the population living far beneath the poverty level.
If the Haitians hadn’t been struck by this earthquake,
many of us would continue to not even know where
Haiti is, and certainly not the horrors these people go
through on a daily basis.
What is worse is that many countries are in even
worse conditions than Haiti is in now. From a statistical standpoint, the total number of deaths in Africa is
nearly 70 times the death toll in Haiti. This is in no
way said to diminish the severity of the impact of the
earthquake, but rather to show that it shouldn’t take
an earthquake for our benevolence to extend to others
in need.
Maybe our contributions to the Eastern Congo won’t
make an immediate impact, and maybe we won’t be
able to provide food or AIDS treatment to every African citizen right away, but that shouldn’t dissuade us
from taking action. If we could do for other countries
in need what we have done for the Haitians, a real
difference could be made. We, even as high school
students, have helped a worthy cause. Hundreds of
Haitians have and will gain support through our donations, whether that is a meal or a pair of jeans. Just
imagine what we could do for other countries if we
continue to extend our support in the coming years.
Help comes in all forms, even if it isn’t a large donation. Gathering enough money to save even one life
out of 30,000, offers the hope that one day, horrid circumstances really can change for the better.
-The Editorial Board

ART BY HANNAH PATTEN

I’m don’t mean to completely trash the
Culminating Exhibition, it does help us
focus and plan out what we will do after
we graduate, which for some may be very
helpful, but all it really does is stress out
seniors when all we want is to be done. I
don’t see it as necessary to add to our already long list of graduation requirements.
The one good thing that comes from the
C.E. project is what it signiﬁes; we are almost done. We are almost ready to ﬁnally
be done with grade school and graduate.
The CE means springtime, which means
all the senior activities we have to look
forward to: the Senior Breakfast, Senior
Dinner Dance, the senior trip to Wild
Waves, and, of course, graduation. The
C.E. is just the small price we must pay.
It may take hours to put together the project for a 15-minute presentation, which to
me seems like a waste of time, but it is
easy, and we do it because we have to. So
seniors, get ready, Culminating Exhibition season is here.
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Valhalla Policy

Our Mission Statement: The Valhalla’s mission is to
provide the LSHS community with a quality, thoughtprovoking publication. In these efforts, the Valhalla has
established several open forums for the exchange of information, opinions, and artistic expression dedicated to
those in the LSHS community.
Editorials: The editorial section of the Valhalla serves
as a forum for well-written, thoughtful, longer forms of
expression. Signed editorials represent the opinions of
the author(s). Unsigned editorials represent the opinion
of the majority of the Valhalla staff. Views printed here
are meant to be opinionated and/or persuasive, but do not
necessarily represent the opinions of the student body,
administration, or school board.
Letters to the Editor: The Valhalla will generally print
as many letters as space allows each issue. Letters must
include the author’s name, signature, and class or position relative to the school. Typed or legibly handwritten
letters are acceptable, but none should be more than 400
words. The Valhalla reserves the right to edit all letters
for space, accuracy, spelling, and grammar. We reserve
the right to refuse to print any letters. Submit letters to
room 303, or email them to lshsvalhalla@hotmail.com.
Letters submitted by email should be pasted into the body
of the message. We reserve the right to print all letters
submitted, either in person or electronically.
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Just as trendy, way less pricey

Thrift stores- a better alternative to overpriced trends

In middle school and early high school, I shopped
at Hollister and American
Eagle (I don’t think I’ve
ever been skinny or rich
enough to shop at Abercrombie and Fitch). Later
on, I matured into shopping at stores such as UrEMILY GARVIN
STAFF REPORTER
ban Outﬁtters, trying desperately to be edgy and unique. But then, I had an
epiphany: all of the clothes that I whined at my mom
to get me could be purchased for ten times less at the
thrift stores. Looking around, though, it seems that
not everyone has seen the light.
I love to shop, so going to the thrift store is fun for
me--sifting through the remnants of forgotten trends
until I come across something I wasn’t even trying
to ﬁnd. Shopping at thrift stores is so much more
rewarding than simply grabbing something off of a
rack. You have to separate through a lot of high-waist
jeans and shoulder pads to ﬁnd something.
Especially lately, with the trends leaning towards
grunge-tastic and hippie-chic, people really should
take advantage of thrift stores. Ripped jeans and ﬂannel and peace-signs and fringe and bellbottoms are
staples at any thrift store, and usually for only a couple bucks instead of closer to the $50 or $60 range.
All the clothes look exactly the same but cooler, since
you know they were actually worn in that era and not
just knock-offs.
I went online and compared the price of one of those
plaid shirt-dresses that are so popular right now, the
ones that come in every style and color, the ones that
Kurt Cobain would set on ﬁre because they’re such an
exaggerated version of the original. At Urban Outﬁtters, it was $58. At Forever 21 (a store that I’ve never
even been into- all the colors and patterns and piles of
stuff everywhere is sort of intimidating) it was a steal
at $20. At the big three—Hollister, Abercrombie and
Fitch, and American Eagle—they ranged from $40

to $70. At the thrift store, you probably wouldn’t see
one for over $10.
Half the fun is picturing what life the clothes have
had before they came to you- who might have owned
them, and where they have been. Just a little while
ago, I got a paisley dress that looked like it would’ve
ﬁt right in at Woodstock amongst the hazy sea of tie
dye. I bought a ﬂannel shirt that could have easily
been worn by someone in the crowd of Nirvana’s
“Smells like Teen Spirit” video, or jeans that were
ripped in frenzied moshing, and not by some machine in a factory in Taiwan.
But it’s not just older clothes. If brand names are
important to you (and there is really nothing wrong
with that), they have those, too. Just a couple of
weeks ago I went to Value Village and bought a red
peacoat from Gap, a black skirt from H&M, and a
green sweater from Banana Republic, all for $25. It
could’ve easily come close to triple digits if it were
regular priced.
To this day, one of my proudest moments was when I
found a pair of Ferragamo shoes—ones that could’ve
easily cost $400—at the thrift store for $8. I danced
in the aisle when I found them.
I don’t shop only at thrift stores. When I do venture
out, I shop for quality. Things like winter coats usually come from the mall, only because I don’t want to
buy one only to realize when I get home that it has
giant holes in the lining, or that it isn’t waterproof
like it boasted, or something like that, which occasionally happens.
Going to the thrift store is not only good for you,
but for the community as well. It keeps people employed, something that is becoming increasingly
more difﬁcult these days. It also keeps things local, just as it would from buying food at a local fruit
stand. And it’s good for the environment—you are
recycling clothes.
If the idea of buying clothes that might have, on the
off chance, been owned by a serial killer or someone
equally as creepy turns you off, start off slow. The

Juniors Neva King and Sean Lathrop show off their clothes.
PHOTO BY EMMA DERUS

thrift store is great for spirit days, Halloween costumes, or super-fanning.
It just kills me to see people wearing clothes that
they obviously spent unneeded amounts of money to
buy. Don’t waste your money on clothes, especially
trendy ones that come and go faster than you can
come up with the money to buy them.

Our addiction to the screen

Is Facebook addiction to blame for falling grades?

In this day and age, we
have come to incorporate
all kinds of media into our
daily lives. At nearly any
given moment you can look
around and see someone
texting, listening to an iPod,
or something of that nature.
But has it become such an
obsession that students are
becoming addicted to it?
And could their grades be
CONNOR WILSON
dropping because of it?
STAFF REPORTER
Students use various online media on a daily basis.
It is so incorporated into our everyday lives that it would
be strange not to use the things we do. But we are not necessarily addicted. The technology we have grown so used
to is a staple of American culture. I know people with good
grades who are logged on to Facebook for hours on end,
but there are also people who spend just as much, or less,
time online and have less than average grades. Grades are
not necessarily the result of the amount of time spent on
Facebook, but the result of academic capability.
If your grades are dropping, it is more than likely your
own fault, not the fault of the glowing computer screen in
front of you.
According to ericksonbarnett.com, there is actually a
medical term for this, Social Media Addiction (SMA).
This site describes a list of symptoms that, admittedly, I
feel every day, like checking my Facebook multiple times
in one day, yet, I do not feel as though I am addicted.
Think about how often you are on Facebook or Myspace.
Would you consider yourself addicted? No, of course you
wouldn’t, because you’re not.
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Overuse, or just everyday use, is not necessarily a sign of
addiction. If you spent as much time outdoors, for example, playing basketball, no one would call you a basketball
addict and create a clinical term for it. The only reason that
this type of media is singled out in such a way is because,
honestly, it’s less than productive. You aren’t really getting
anything done other than entertaining yourself.
For example, if your grades are failing, you are probably
not a stupid person. There are any number of reasons why
someone could have failing grades--mental disabilities
like ADHD, troubles at home-- but you’re chances of having SMA are slim.
Frankly, checking your Facebook multiple times per day
is a relatively normal behavior. Who doesn’t hop on the
computer to update their status when they get the chance?
One of the major factors that would make people accuse
teens of being addicted to media, is the availability. We
can text, check our Facebook, watch TV from the comfort
of our phones or laptops. Sure, it may be a waste of time,
but that’s the point. People want something to do when
they are bored, whether or not it is constructive. It is just
cheap entertainment, but we do not do it to “escape from
reality”. It is all just for fun, nothing more.
The term addiction implies much more than what the
problem actually is, turning something as simple as texting into something horrible, making even the most casual
texter feel bad.
A survey by the Henry J. Kaiser Family Foundation reported that, on average, students from ages eight to 18
spend an average of 7 hours and 38 minutes using some
form of media per day. But even still, it’s part of modern
society, even if modern society doesn’t want to accept it.
And if your grades are dropping, your dependency on your
laptop isn’t to blame.
Senior Jason Mendel shows off his time-consuming pieces of tech

PHOTO BY EMMA DERUS
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Girls basketball comes away with a victory against Cascade
JORY WEISSERT
STAFF REPORTER

On February 3, the Girls Varsity Basketball team played
against Cascade High School. The ﬁnal score was Vikings
56- 48 after an intense game.
In the beginning of the game, Cascade got the tip off, and
immediately scored two points. Their lead prevailed, and
by the end of the ﬁrst quarter, Cascade lead 15-8. Senior
guard Sam Peterson went on to make a three point shot for
the Vikings. Both teams were neck and neck. Cascade received praise for sharp passes, while the Vikings received
praise for teamwork.
However, Cascade’s lead was short lived. A quick series
of shots made by junior, forward Meghan Warbis, freshman, guard Brooke Pahukoa, and senior, guard Stephanie
Schumacher, caught the Vikings up to Cascade.
The Vikings ended up breaking through Cascade’s defenses. By the end of the second quarter, the scoreboard
read 33-22 Lake Stevens.
A series of points was enough for the Vikings to keep the
lead for the rest of the game. By the end of the third quarter, the score was 41-34 Lake Stevens. In the last minute of
the game, Cascade earned two points, but it wasn’t enough
to bring them to victory.

PHOTOS COURTESY OF DAN BUSHNELL

“Fearless Pride” brings more students to cheer at games
KAITLYN LAVELLE
A&E EDITOR

In past years, getting a fan base for certain sports games has been hard to accomplish.
For games such as basketball and tennis, there has hardly been any fan turnout. However, with Leadership’s “Fearless Pride” movement, a visible difference can be seen in
attendance at games other than football.
“It encourages students to get out and support their school without worrying what
others may think of them,” said senior Megan Weishaar.
People have really started to get into the “super-fanning” spirit. Diehard sports fans
are noticing a difference in the attendance of games.
However, even people who aren’t as faithful about attending games agree that there
has been a change in the attitude towards going to games this year.
“[There are] tons of people that go to basketball and wrestling matches now,” said

Weishaar.
Fans this year, as in so many past years, are really supportive of and conﬁdent in their
team, which is key for the team’s success.
“[I think] the emotion of our fans is awesome. I think we are very positive and back
our team, no matter [if they] win or lose,” said senior Kristen Harris.
The boys basketball team has a substantial chance to go to state this year, as they
placed ﬁrst in districts, and thus far they have continued to live up to expectations. A
huge contributor to this is their support from fans.
Many people attribute the increase in attendance with the basketball team’s performance.
“We’re ﬁrst in districts. If that doesn’t get people to come in, I’m not sure what
would,” said Harris.
Still, others think that there could be improvements in getting people the information
they need to attend.
“Better advertising could include ﬂyers on walls, announcements at lunch or during
VTV,” said Weishaar.
There’s a cry for fans, however, in other sports such as baseball and track and ﬁeld.
The baseball team is shaping up to be a good one, and support is encouraged for a great
season.
“I think that with more fans, that baseball will do better this year,” said Harris.
Track is another sport that has always lacked fans, but students are hopeful that there
will be an interest in it this season.
“Track doesn’t really have ‘fans’. I think that there should be. I mean, a lot of stuff
goes on so no one would get bored,” said Harris.
“Fearless Pride” in our school isn’t just about us as students, but the school as a
whole. The message of “Fearless Pride” is to get out and support people, including
sports, with a fearless pride that only Lake Stevens can offer. And it is that way that we
succeed.
“Having more fans cheering a team on could give the players more motivation to
work hard and play as a team. Having as much support as one team can get will carry
them a long [way] this season,” said Weishaar.

PHOTO BY ASHLEIGH BORTLES
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Row, row, row your boats
TYLER IRWIN

STAFF REPORTER

Every spring you may see groups of
athletes running around our beloved
lake or practicing rowing their boats.
Two of these rowers are Juniors Andrew McCrea and Brad Dickson.
For the few who may be living under a
rock or uninitiated, rowing is a sport in
which varying sizes of teams
race their boats, sometimes
called shells, against other teams to try and to
cross the ﬁnish line
in the fastest amount
of time possible.
Distances
of races usually
range from 2,000
meters to 12,000
meters.
Both row for the Lake
Stevens Rowing Club and
have been participating for
3 and 2 1/2 years respectively.
Dickson joined because McCrea wanted Dickson to join. McCrea
joined because fellow Lake Stevens
Viking, senior Chad Andrews told
him to. “Being out on the water
and competing at regattas is the
best part along with meeting other
people,” said Dickson about rowing. Both agreed that rowing is like
a big family and that even though
there are rivalries between different
teams they are friendly and everything gets left out on the water.

PHOTO BY KAMI YORITA

Dickson and McCrea both prepare for
the season in various ways. From the
end of October to the end of February
they do 3-4 days of weight training a
week to build up their legs and back
muscles. They also do cardio exercises
everyday to build up their endurance
for competition.
McCrea and Dickson have also won
various awards and competitions in
the past to go along with their practice.
They won 3rd place at the junior men’s
double at regionals and 3rd place at the
junior men’s double at nationals. They
hope to improve and win 1st in both
this year and be among the best rowers
there are.
“Rowing is an awesome sport
that’s fun, whether you row
competitively or just for fun,”
said McCrea. He also
says that if you have
any questions about
rowing or were interested then you should
talk to him or Dickson about it.

Junior Brad Dickson gets ready to row

Boy soccer players preparing for tryouts
JORY WEISSERT
STAFF REPORTER

March marks the beginning for all spring
sports tryouts, including the Viking Boys
Soccer team.
“We have a varsity team, we have JV, and
we have a Cavelero C-team made up of all
freshmen,” said Coach Scott Flanders.
Each team is made up of 16-18 players. The
boys have to put forth quite a bit of effort into
their pre-season training. Usually, the team
meets at open ﬁeld twice a week for around
two hours. Players also meet informally for
runs around the lake. During the season,
they practice ﬁve days a week.
Coaches look for several key qualities during tryouts in order to create the best possible
roster for the new season.
Senior Nick Bylin, who has played on Viking Boys Soccer for the last three years,
said, “[The] two main things are you
have to be in shape and willing to work
hard, because without those qualities,
you’re not going to be very successful.”

The team does face a challenge this season
that they have never had to work around before.
“The biggest new info is we are being displaced this season due to the stadium renovation. I know that the seniors are pretty disappointed,” said Flanders. “Could you imagine
being a senior excited for your senior year
and you get to play your home games at North
Lake Middle School?” There’s little that can
be done now, though, to ﬁx this issue.
Bylin said the major goal he has for this
upcoming season is, “just to get to districts
and prove we’re a good team.” Bylin hopes
to score more goals this season, and to improve.
The players are also looking forward to the
matches, especially against teams such as
Snohomish and Marysville.
There are many qualities that make each
season of soccer stand out from the others.
“Every year, the team has a different personality, so it’s always exciting to see what
they turn out to be like,” said Flanders.

Senior Vasily Bogdanoff and junior Michael Berg practice at Cavelero

PHOTO BY ALICIA TERRY

Responsibility and sportsmanship, all in the code
Reminder of the athletic code and its importance in school sports
SARAH RUIZ

SPORTS EDITOR

At our high school, athletes play a huge role. They can
be role models for one another, fellow students, and for
younger kids who watch them play in school games. Because student-athletes are representatives of our school,
there is the athletic code in place. Even though athletes
sign a contract at the beginning of the year, sometimes a reminder of the code might help them stay within the rules.
There are three parts of the athletic agreement that determine a player’s eligibility to play in a game; attendance,
grades, and good behavior. The good behavior refers to an
agreement made that athletes will not go to parties with
drugs and alcohol present, or where any other bad activities are taking place.
While players who violate the code still have to go to
practice, unless they are taking study table for attendance or
grades, they are not allowed to participate in the games.
“The code is important because it’s the glue that makes
the team stick together, and a team is never a team without all its players,” said junior Alex Tweedie. “It’s like a
clock. A clock can never function properly without all of
its parts.”
All athletes know that the teammates they play with are
working to achieve the most that they can. Therefore, each
member expects the best out of their fellow athletes. To be
the greatest, it is not just how they perform on the ﬁeld or
the court; it is also about how well they respect our school.
When they sign the athletic contract, they are taking on
that responsibility.
“I think a lot of players know what they are committing
to when they sign the forms, regardless of whether they
read them or not. They know that from that point on they
will have to be accountable for all their actions, good or
bad, because how they perform on and off the ﬁeld reﬂects
the team as a whole,” said Tweedie.
Attending a party that violates the athletic code is not a

good idea for any athlete. Athletes know that they are taking a risk by just being there, and that it could result in the
athlete getting suspended from playing their sport. Perhaps
athletes forget this when they are invited to a party, but
either way, punishments are set in place for any studentathlete who does not follow code.
“I think that when people make a mistake. It’s wrong for
authority to take away what could be keeping them out of
potentially more harmful activities. I think better procedures could be made instead of termination or suspension
from a physical outlet,” said Tweedie.
It does not take much to get suspended, from a low GPA
to a slip up at a party. Procedures are made to ensure athletes are being true to their contract. Drug testing, grade
checks, and other techniques can catch athletes at their
less-than-best moments. So hopefully before athletes are
ineligible, they remember exactly what is at stake; their
team and their school’s reputation. We rely on our athletes
to represent our school and want every possible opportunity to be proud of them.

ART BY HANNAH PATTEN
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Goo-goo for Gaga
ANAIS MENDEZ
STAFF REPORTER

Lady Gaga has taken the world of fashion and music by
storm. See what our students have to say about her…
Here at our school, a new pop star ﬂooded into student jokes, conversations,
and iPods. Her name is Stefani Joanne Angelina Germanotta, better known as
Lady Gaga. She is the woman who took the world by storm with the release of her album “The Fame”, which lead to one of her ﬁrst singles
“Just Dance”. This addictive song gave birth to one of the most
prestigious stars of 2K.

•

Love her!

“I like her and her
music. It’s pretty awesome,
but deep down inside, I
think she’s from outer
space.” said junior Emily
Scates.
•
“I feel she is amazingly unique and gives
people the courage to be
who they are,” said junior Ali
Juozapaitis.
• “I like her music, although
her dress style is weird. And I have no
comment on her duet at the Grammys
with Elton John,” said junior Riley
Fraser.
• “She’s beastly. Her clothes are
weird. She’s actually really pretty. She
just wears weird,” sophomore Josiah
Williams.

PHOTO COUTRESY OF
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“The Great Divorce” by C.S. Lewis
Students go to Taproot Theatre
ANAIS MENDEZ
STAFF REPORTER

On February 10, over 30 students
from our school went to the Taproot
Theater to view a performance of
“The Great Divorce” by C.S. Lewis.
With a small cast of 10, in a room
meant to seat only about 100, students
from different schools around the
Seattle area watched the play.
Inside the theatre, the seats were
placed so close to the stage that one
could literally stretch out their legs
and trip an actor if he/she wanted to.
The play started out with eight distinct characters boarding an imaginary
bus.
As the bus came to a stop, the riders
were shocked to ﬁnd out they were
actually dead.
After ﬁnding this out, each of the
ghosts were individually greeted by
angels. When the angels greeted one
of the shocked ghosts, they tried to
coax the passengers into going to
Heaven. However, most of the ghosts
were afraid of facing God.
Once the ghosts rejected the angels,
they were forced to live in Hell.
Altogether, the acting was outstandPage 8

ing. The characters kept the viewers
engaged, using the passion they put
into each of their characters. What
made their performance more impressive was that each actor had to play, at
the very least, three characters.
The costume designs were great. The
best outﬁt was worn by an archangel
who sported stilts and a beautiful
sundress.
I felt this play lacked props. The
stage never changed, and the scenery
was all left to the viewers’ imagination. There was a scene in the play
that made me almost chuckle, which
was when a unicorn was supposed to
be ‘galloping’ on stage.
I enjoyed the play because it made
me have a new appreciation for small
theatres. Going to the Taproot, I didn’t
know what to expect. I appreciated
the warm, homey feel the theatre had.
After all this, “The Great Divorce”
is a play I would deﬁnitely see again.
I will return to the Taproot Theater to
see what others programs they have.

Hate her!
•

•
•

•
•
•

“I am emotionless
[about] Lady Gaga. I could
care less about her,” said senior
James Laurine.
“I think she might be an alien.,”
said sophmore Shawn Torgerson.
“[Lady Gaga] is not someone I
look to [as a role model]-- I look
to more stable people,” said sophomore Caitrin Murphy.
“She seems really weird, but I’m
not one to talk, I’m more of a classic
rock fan,” said junior Marlene Pierce.
“I think she’s [strange]. Because she
comes up with the wierdest stuff ever,”
sophomore Erika Juarez.
“I think she’s crazy. But I have tp give
her some respect cuz it takes a lot of guts
to be crazy in Hollywood,” said senior
Sara Frisbee.

PHOTO COURTESY OF
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ways to catch a leprechaun
10. Put a bear trap at the end of a
rainbow.
9. Steal his Lucky Charms™.
8. Shamrock Shakes™. That’s all.
7. Hold his gold hostage.
6. KILL IT WITH FIRE.
5. Say “I don’t believe in leprechauns”.
4. Summon Godzilla from the ocean.
3. Dress up like a 4 leaf clover.
2. Give him free stilts. Afterwards,
tackle him.
1. Do the “Berries and Cream” dance.
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The only thing cooler than laser
vision is a laser show

SADIE SCHWARZMILLER
OPINION EDITOR

Laser shows are one of
the best ways to experience music.
“Laser shows take music to a whole new level,
I guess. It’s an entirely
different experience than
just listening to music in
your room,” said sophomore Tatum McLeod.
Laser shows take place
in the Laser Dome of the
Seattle Paciﬁc Science
Center. Going to downtown Seattle is already a
great experience in itself,
but seeing a laser show
on top of it is brilliant.
“It’s amazing!” said
senior Danielle Pringle.
All of the shows are live,
with the laser artist right
there, doing the laser
light show. This means
that, when the artist says
the show is over, you can
cheer until he/she does
an encore. These, by the

way, are always the best
part, especially because
they are distinctly different each show.
It would be easy enough
to just say the shows
are live and do a prerecorded set, but in the
Daft Punk laser shows
I’ve seen, there have been
obvious differences. Each
encore is a different song
with, perhaps similar,
but distinctly its own
laser artwork. Sometimes
even songs during the
beginning of the show
will change, as well. You
never know what you’ll
exactly get.
In these laser shows, a
person may run into an
all new, mind-blowing
phenomena—bass so
deep that you can’t hear
it, you can only feel it.
This is why the best spot
for you to be in the dome

is right in the front, laying on the ﬂoor, close-up
to the speakers, where
the bass vibrations move
through you.
The laser artist makes
use of smoke as well as
lasers through the course
of the show. When the
lasers are shot through
the clouds of smoke, a
line which appears solid
is formed, moving and
waving overhead. It’s
truly impressive what the
laser artist is able to do
with a dome, sound, light,
and smoke.
Unfortunately, laser
shows generally begin at
8:30 p.m. on Saturdays,
with Dark Side of the
Moon. The show goes on
for about an hour, maybe
slightly longer, which
means you’re back in
your car getting ready
to leave Seattle at 10:00

p.m, and arrive home
late. And this is the earliest showing. The show’s
late showing ensures that
small kids won’t attend.
Also, the lineup for the
laser shows doesn’t differ
from week to week- Daft
Punk and Pink Floyd on
Friday and Saturday,
Queen and Sublime on
Sunday-- which is nice
because you always know
what’s playing that night.
Though the experience
is enjoyable, some people
have minor complaints.
“The ﬂoor is way too
hard,” said Pringle.
“What’s the deal with
that? They knew people
would be laying there.”
The ﬂoor being hard is
only a concern due to the
way the laser shows are
generally experienced- by
laying down on the ﬂoor
and gazing at the large

dome above. Of course,
there are some seats, but
sitting in a seat in a laser
dome is like sitting in the
front row—all the way to
the left—of a movie theater. Meaning, it’s a huge
pain in the neck.
To remedy the ﬂoor
being too hard, though,
Pringle said, “Bring
something to lay on.
People work, too. That’s
what I ended up doing.”
Personally, I would simply bring a pillow or use
my coat.
The negatives seem
petty in comparison to
the sheer wonder that is a
laser show. If there’s ever
a chance to catch a laser
show, take it. You will not
regret spending $8.50 on
such a spectacular show.

PHOTO CCUINDEPENDENT.COM

Upcoming movies
•
•
•
•
•

February 26: A Prophet
February 26: The Crazies
February 26: Cop Out
March 5: Alice in Wonderland
March 5: Brooklyn’s Finest

COURTESY OF BILLSGAMES.COM
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Students helping others just for the heck of it
GRACIE CARLSON
STAFF REPORTER

Every other Tuesday after school, a group of about
twenty service-oriented students gather in Spanish
teacher Alisa Arcos’ room for Key Club. Though many
students are familiar with Key Club, few know what the
club actually is.
“Key Club is a community service club, and we are a
high school liaison to the local Kiwanis chapter,” said
Arcos, the club’s supervisor. Key Club “is the oldest
community service club in the U.S., it’s over 100 years
old,” said Arcos.
During each meeting the group discusses local community service opportunities and future fundraisers and
activities. Key Club has done a lot for our high school
and the surrounding community.
This past holiday season, Key Club alone collected over
900 cans of food for the food drive. The members also
put together and delivered baskets of food purchased for
needy families in Lake Stevens for Thanksgiving and
Christmas. The club members collected many gifts for
the Giving Tree, and helped to wrap the gifts once the
collection was over. They also helped run the pictures
with Santa Claus event in Downtown Lake Stevens.
They are in the process of adopting a road.
The students in Key Club are very enthusiastic about
what they do. All of them genuinely enjoy helping other
people.
This isn’t a club of people who just did the minimum
community service to graduate; it is a club for students
who go above and beyond to help others in the commu-

nity, simply for the sake of helping others.
“This is group ﬁlled with generous, big-hearted people
who want to help the community,” said Arcos.
Being in the club can take up a lot of free time, with
various community service activities taking place after
school and on the weekends. While taking part in every
community service opportunity that comes along is not
required in order to be a part of Key Club, the members
who come to every meeting tend to participate in most
of the club events. But the members have found that they
do not mind using their spare time to do community service.
“It takes up a lot of time,” said senior Emily Ritter, “but
it’s worth it when you know you’ve made a difference.”
It may seem like a lot of work, but dedicated club members are quick to say that it doesn’t feel that way. Even
though members spend numerous hours outside of school
doing community service, Key Club members enjoy being able to volunteer while working alongside friends.
“It’s a lot of fun and you get to help everyone,” said
senior Bella Licciardi, Key Club Secretary Treasurer. “I
like being able to hang out with my friends while helping
the community.”
“It’s a blast,” said senior Marshall Putnam. “I love doing community service.”
Key Club members also hope that being in Key Club
will help them later in life. “It looks good on college applications,” said Licciardi.
The members of Key Club have big plans for the future. At the beginning of February they sold “Not-SoUgly Dolls” to raise money for the club, and they are

hoping to use the money to attend a Key Club district
convention.
When the date gets closer to Easter, Key Club members
will help with a community Easter egg hunt. They are
also hoping to expand the club, and to create their own,
original community service project to beneﬁt Lake Stevens and the surrounding area.
One thing is certain-- Key Club members will continue
to work to make the community a better place.

Key club members at a metting

PHOTO BY KAMI YORITA

Cleaning up behind the scenes

Super fan, custodian, and an all around great guy

JORY WEISSART
STAFF REPORTER

Custodian Terry Walsh has had many careers in his lifetime. He has been a crane operator, part
of a wood business, a logger, and, in his earlier years, a truck driver.
But he considers being a custodian here to be one of his best jobs.
“The best part of my job is that I’m able to go the ball games and exchange with the students,
and especially the [athletes, such as] the basket ball team. I have a lot of fun with the sports,” said
Walsh.
In addition to the paycheck and the beneﬁts, “I get to see a lot of good things happen at the school
with the students. It gives me hope for the
future that our country will be in good
hands,” he said.
This will be Walsh’s 11 year working on campus.
“I was going to do this
for ﬁve years, and I believe I’m going on my
11 year. So the students, the administrators, and my boss,
they must be doing
a good job because
I’m still here enjoying myself,” he said.
Walsh is known
around campus for
his dedication
to attending
the athletic

events. His favorite
sport is basketball.
“Terry is the
greatest Super Fan
in Lake Stevens History,” said principal
Ken Collins.
Walsh is also
well known for
the relationship he
works to maintain
with the students at
the high school.
PHOTO BY ALICIA TERRY
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“Everybody likes him. [He is] a very giving person. He’s good with the kids,” said cafeteria
cashier Connie Manning.
Walsh has spent most of his time in Lake Stevens as a custodian at the high school. The rest of
his time was spent working at North Lake Middle School. He prefers his job at the high school,
though, because of the kids.
“[Being a janitor] is awesome for me. The district’s been really good to me, and the students-that’s the main reason I’m here. I just have so much fun with the kids. And I love the sports
programs [and] the coaches. It keeps me young and on my feet.”
A day in Walsh’s life is very busy.
“Well, I haul all the garbage from the school, basically,” said Walsh. “Out there in the cafeteria, [I] make sure all the doors are locked up like they are supposed to be. I clean restrooms,
replenish supplies in the restrooms. [Also in] the band room, I keep that as ship-shape as possibly
as I can.”
Walsh’s interests outside of his job include going to the athletic games, camping, going on
trips, and keeping his couple acres of yard in tip-top shape. Most of his spare time, however, is
spent with his family. Walsh has a three year old great granddaughter and other grandchildren.
“Family is very important,” said Walsh.
He makes sure to see his grand- and great grandchildren as often as possible.
“My great-granddaughter wakes me up with a kiss on the forehead because I’m the prince and
she’s a princess, so I have fun with her there. She gets the biggest thrill out of that,” said Walsh.
His one request of students is to be careful not to spill food and drinks at lunch, and to throw
away gum in the garbage.
Above all else, Walsh wants the students to know that, “I like it here, out at the high school,” he
said.

Join us for a Freshman Information Session!
1st Tuesday of every month from 6:00-7:00 p.m.
2nd Thursday of every month from 6:00-7:00 p.m.
3rd Friday of every month from 3:00-4:00 p.m.
UW Bothell welcomes you and your family to attend a Freshman Information Session. In this one hour
presentation, you will learn about the application process, the first-year experience, degree programs,
specialized support services, student life and more!
To learn more and to register for an Information Session, please visit the Advising Web site:
http://www.uwb.edu/admissions/freshman/visit
425.352.5000 | www.uwb.edu
Get
Connected
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More than just the big man on campus
Multi-kills, martial arts, and a multitude of classes make this man
TYLER IRWIN

STAFF REPORTER

Senior Brian Hudgens is more than just your
average high school student. He is a unique
student who doesn’t follow trends or fads; he
makes his own path.
Hudgens’ personality quickly becomes apparent when he describes himself as “completely awesome.” Hudgens thinks this because he has taken almost every elective at
our school, with the exception of design and
digital design.
Hudgens also explains that he is a very wise
and insightful person,
willing to help
anybody who
needs
his

help or knowledge.
Some of the activities Hudgens participates
in include playing “Call of Duty: Modern
Warfare 2,” swimming in his aquatics class,
and competing in Jiu-Jitsu.
Hudgens believes that swimming has made
him as strong as a shark, while jiujitsu
has broadened his horizons and
given him his great wealth of
knowledge.
“I can really express myself
by getting headshots and multikills,” he said about “Modern
Warfare.”
Hudgens life un-

Senior Brian Hudgens ponders the meaning of life regularly

derwent great change when he moved to
Lake Stevens. “My life really changed when
I moved to Lake Stevens, I started to crackdown on my work and stuff.”
Hudgens says that kickboxing with his
friends is another strong inﬂuence. “I met a lot
of really great people there, it was almost like
a family,” he said.
Hudgens learned how
to stick up for
himself through
kickboxing and
that playing the
“Lava Monster”
game before practice really helped
him bond with his
friends who he met at
kickboxing.
Hudgens takes pride
in the unique variety
of classes he has
taken throughout
high school. In addition to his core
classes, Hudgens
has taken classes,
such as painting,
horticulture,
and both culinary classes.
With
the
number
of
classes he has
taken,
one
would think
PHOTO BY CATHERINE STRAUME H u d g e n s ’

favorite class would be one involving handson work. However, Hudgens favorite class is
the one in which he is able to be an ofﬁce TA.
Hudgens enjoys delivering notes to students
and helping the ofﬁce secretaries.
After high school, Hudgens plans on attending college, but he is not sure yet as to where
he wants to attend. He hopes to one day become an archeologist because of his immense
interest on history.
“I really like Japanese history, like with
samurais and stuff. I also really like China
and all of Asia, really,” he said. Hudgens
likes history because, “it’s really interesting
to see how cultures start and how it affects us
today,” said Hudgens. “Without history, there
is no today.”
Hudgens plans to move out of state once he
ﬁnishes his education and begins to look for a
career. “I’m just tired of this weather; it’s too
gloomy for me.”
One of Hudgens’ best friends, senior Zeb
Parker, has many great things to say about
Hudgens. “He is one of the most genuinely
nice guys I have met and many people will
agree with that.”
Hudgens says his mom is his biggest inspiration because she has helped shape who he is.
“She taught me how to treat others, and more
importantly, to never give up.”
Hudgens walks through the halls, eager to
make new friends. “If you see me in the halls
or wherever, just say hi and I’ll say hi back.”
There is no doubt that wherever he chooses
to go, Hudgens will use his skills gained from
high school for the betterment of all.

Beware geeks bearing swords and chain mail
MADELINE HEFFERNAN
STAFF REPORTER

The age of the nerd is upon us, since “Star Trek” was one of the
most popular movies of the year and the audio-visual club geeks
of yesterday are the software billionaires of today. The time may
have come to embrace this new culture whole-heartedly. Especially since this cyber--occasionally anti-social culture has so
much to offer, such as technology, video games, and science ﬁction.
Yet an often over-looked part of this phenomenon is referred to
as live-action role-playing (LARPing). LARPing allows people
to play fantasy characters in the real world, not just on the computer, or in table-top games such as Dungeons & Dragons, and
actually act out battles and adventures with other players. The
events are often organized and played over a weekend, with the
longest lasting up to a week.

Players are required to dress appropriately for the ‘world’ created by the game masters (the people in charge of the game/event
and its rules) For example, in a medieval LARP, players wear
chain mail and carry broad swords or bows and arrows, but Civil
War LARPers (yes, they aren’t all total geeks, some are history
nerds) wear Confederate or Union uniforms and use bayonets
or sabers. However, since LARPing is just for fun, and everyone hopes to return alive from the events, players only use foam
weapons.
Unfortunately, It seems that not many of our students LARP,
or even know what that term means. So many of us are obsessed
with the worlds that LARPers play in: Steampunk, Middle Earth,
Harry Potter, World of Warcraft, Anime, Victorian England, and
even Medieval Europe. Senior Alexa Morrow, who has never
LARPed, is, however, intrigued by the idea. “It’s fun to dress
up and act as someone different,” said Morrow. “It’s like being
in a play.”
Junior Ashley Cooper has actually participated with friends in
a few casual LARPs. On occasion, her group has pulled out all
the stops. “We had full cosplay (costumes), full everything,” said
Cooper, “full hair and make-up, big weapons--all that stuff.”
To Cooper, LARPing is just good fun and a way to play a character in the world she loves. “Live-action role-playing is actually
really fun because you get to be really silly and not care,” said
Cooper. “It’s sort of childish, but it’s the kind of childish that you
can get away with.”
Although for some people, LARPing is a big part of their lives.

Regular players often craft their own costumes and spend ages
creating their characters. These types of players have often been
the basis for the main criticism of LARPing: escapism. Some fear
that too much role-playing and obsession with a fake reality will
lead to isolation from the real world. However, there is no reason
that a person can’t enjoy LARPing, as long as they remember to
call their friends in the real world on occasion
Many high school students actually get rather close to LARPing without even realizing it. Some examples are students attending cons (short for ‘convention’) for Anime (like “Sakura”
con) or comics/fantasies (Emerald City comicon) and dress up in
costume for them.
Alexa Morrow attended Aki con (for Anime) in Everett last
year. “Everyone dressed up except me,” said Morrow, “I came
normal and my friend came normal, we were the only normal
ones there.”
Also, many online video games get a person about as close to
LARPing as one can get without donning some chain mail or
pirate boots. Senior Jake Heller has played on a number of RP
(role-playing) servers, in which players are encouraged,if not required, to speak and act like their characters actually would. “It’s
what you gotta do!” said Heller.”You gotta get into it.”
So, perhaps LARPing isn’t for everyone. But anyone who
thinks it might be fun, feel free to grab a trench coat, boots, and
a studded belt and goggles, sign up for a LARP event, create a
name like “Melondrian the Destroyer of Worlds” and enjoy!

ART BY HANNAH PATTEN
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DECA students go to state competition
As DECA state competition nears, many of our students are preparing to compete
Kraig Looney: Kraig Looney is a junior in DECA, who is not only competing in an event called Technical Sales (a competition where participants must prepare a
presentation on a topic using their technological skills to present the information), but is also running to be next year’s Washington State DECA President. Looney
entered the harrowing political process because of his intense love of all things DECA, “When I ﬁrst joined DECA, unknowingly in my sophomore year, I got hit
with something we like to call ‘the DECA Bug’,” said Looney. “It’s basically an immense passion for DECA-- I can’t say love because it would be unprofessional.”
And although Looney is nervous for state, saying that “I get butterﬂies every time I think about it,” he also could not be more excited.

McKenzie DonTigny: Senior McKenzie DonTigny is no stranger to DECA state, she has competed every year and even placed second at the international level her
sophomore year. This year she goes to state with two projects; the ﬁrst is an 11-page business plan called Entrepreneurship Participating, the other is a 30-page business
plan called Entrepreneurship Written. In both events, DonTigny has to convince ‘the bank’ (the judges) to give her an appropriate loan to meet her new business’s needs.
But one of the things that DonTigny is looking forward to the most isn’t the competition. “This is the ﬁrst year that I have really close friends going,” said DonTigny,
“and when you’re not in competition, you get to go shopping and out to dinner. There’s a lot of free time.”

Sarah Grafe and Duncan Rice: Some people go to state as partners, such as senior Sarah Grafe and junior Duncan Rice. Together they have created a 90page written project describing what the LSHS DECA chapter does throughout the year. This project took dedication. Grafe and Rice have been working on
it for close to two hours a week for over four weeks. Yet neither was daunted by the task, especially since Grafe has been to state twice and internationals
once. Rice is a newcomer, but no less enthusiastic. “We really want to make it to nationals and see this book go on and do a great job,” said Rice. “We put
a lot of effort into it.” But when it comes down to it, this project is about teamwork, “I’ve never had a partner project that’s actually been very successful,”
said Grafe, “so I’m looking forward to being able to go and have a good partner like Duncan, and actually be able to rely on each other.”

Sawyer Margett: Senior Sawyer Margett, another four year DECA student, is competing in Business Services, where students have to participate in role-play they can’t
prepare for involving a business service. As this is his fourth year at state, Margett is looking more forward to the bonding experience than the competition, “It’s really fun to
get to know [my DECA group] better,” said Margett, “to hang out and have fun.” However, Margett is very conﬁdent about his chances this year. “I almost made it to nationals
last year, and I tied for seventh, so I’m pretty sure I’ll be able to go to nationals this year.”

Nikole Harris: Junior Nikole Harris is participating in a role-playing competition at state. The role-play is a bit like a skit, Harris has to convince ‘the business owner’
(the judge) that his/her business should accept credit cards. She will be judged on her ideas and whether or not she incorporated the required parts. But along with the
role-play itself, Harris also had to take a test in the PAC with the other LSHS competitors, as well as perform a role-play at Monroe High School. Last year Harris became
sick at state and couldn’t compete, so this year is particularly exciting for her. “I’m looking forward to actually getting the chance to complete,” said Harris, “And, also,
Bellevue Square is right there, so...shopping!”

Amanda Staley: Senior Amanda Staley is going to state with her 11-page Entrepreneurship Project, the same that McKenzie DonTigny is competing with. Staley’s business is a wedding planning company. Staley’s love for DECA comes from her love of competition. “I like to compete and get the experience for my future,” said Staley.
Although last year was her ﬁrst year at state, Staley qualiﬁed for internationals. Unfortunately, she wasn’t able to attend state because she had a wedding to attend on the
same weekend. Staley’s excited for state, even though she enjoyed her project from last year more. The project was 125-pages long and took a tremendous amount of
dedication, “I was the ﬁrst person ever at LSHS to do it,” said Staley, “so I liked that project a lot better.”

Dom Dacoco: Not only is senior Dom Dacoco headed to state, but this is his ﬁrst year in DECA. “During my junior year I had an interest in business and marketing,”
said Dacoco, “and I needed the experience.” Dacoco’s project is called Team Sports. He must convince ‘the sponsors’ (the judges) to be the ofﬁcial sponsors of his golf
association. Dacoco’s victory at area took him by complete surprise. “I wasn’t really planning on going to state because all I had wanted to do was get some leadership
points for DECA,” said Dacoco, “but once I found out that I was going to state, I was pretty impressed and thought ‘Why not?’

Skylar Jenkins: Sophomore Skylar Jenkins is in his ﬁrst year of DECA, and is very excited to compete at state. “I’m looking forward to the experience and
having a great time,” said Jenkins, especially since he didn’t initially think he would be able to go. “Someone dropped out and I was the next runner up,” said
Jenkins. He’s competing in a category called Auto-Technology, which deals with mechanics, the selling of car stereos, and similar topics. As a sophomore, Jenkins has two more years of DECA ahead of him, and fully intends to stay in DECA through senior year.

The other students attending state are: Tyler Piggott, David Roundhill, Taylor Smith, Lindsey Danas, Alia Kelly, Bri Klein, Cynthia Tiburcio, Jason Eastman Megan Pillsbury, Jordan Scott
Chelsea Gillis, Emma Grafe, Kim Londo, Brigitte Madsen, Brandon McGahuey, Shelby Miksch, Megan Monahan, Jake Orwiler, Steven Tanner, Page Thompson, Sara Frisbie, Susan Lam,
Anthony Rose
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